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To be caught praying to the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT, and WORLDMAKER
instead of FATHER, SON, and 'HOLY GHOST in english or Indian, was a more
serious crime than learning english. I survived two of these beatings in
Intensive Care at the Hospital, each time for over 30 days.
' To be caught singing your Indian songs was the unpardonable sin.
One must look at what is written and then to be spoken when the
language is taught under these conditions. You know the true meaning
for every word spoken because you have never been given the privilege
to speak the language by habit where over 50% of the words are not known
to their true meaning.
So, when auch an individual looks at this phrase: MUSIC SOOTHES THE SAVAGE SOUL OR BEAST.
you know that the Key Word that gives the true meaning and would give a
long detailed account what the subject was intended to do, while the
general public would assume what the phrase was saying.
S O O T H E An Old English Word(sothian) meaning to VERIFY.
V E R I F Y Latinhrerus facere) meaning to make true.
So, Music is to make TRUE anyone that is classified as a Savage.
Th'en'these Early Indian Schools were soothing me or making me a
true civilized individual, because I was forced to sing Gospel Hymns.
There is sufficiant Court history that identifies a Savage. Mrfèïc MAKES '1‘RUE,wHo Is A SAVAGE.
A Savage is one that does not believe in the civilized culture.
A Beast is a Savage that knows the Clan of a Tribe one was born
into that is a Commission handeddown from the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT.
A Savage who is taught to drop his Clan of a Tribe is made true,
bymaking him sing religious hymns of the civilized culture, which, if
it wàs possible for this Savage to be a U.S. Citizen, would be a viçalatíon
of the First Amendment of the United States Constitution, but because
it is a Savage, it cannot be construed as a National Religion.

